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Instructional 

Approach 

Begin where you are. Adding keyboard instruments to your classroom doesn’t mean 

reinventing how you teach. Whether you are adding only a few keyboard instruments to 

your program or implementing a full digital piano lab, the instruments should complement 

what you are already doing in your area of expertise.  With a little imagination, it isn’t 

difficult to imagine how keyboards can be integrated into any curriculum. You may be 

most comfortable beginning with familiar methods (e.g. Alfred, Bastien, & Faber) or even 

methods not originally written for keyboard instruments (e.g. Quaver & Recorder Karate).  

 

Group keyboard instrument instruction offers additional benefits like student collaboration 

opportunities. Pacing is usually much slower than with private students. Maintain realistic 

expectations in non-elective music classes. In the lower grades especially, be generous in 

labeling keys and providing hints on the page (e.g. note names and fingering).  

 

Electronic 

Keyboards 

While suitable for secondary grades, a traditional “digital piano lab” may not be the ideal 

arrangement for a general music classroom. Portable home keyboards are less expensive 

than digital pianos, portable, and offer far more options that excite students. They are 

orchestras at their fingertips.  

 

Take the time to teach the basic and advanced keyboard functions including powering on 

and off, volume control, instrument selection, rhythm selection, tempo selection, and 

single-finger and fingered-chord accompaniment. In addition to piano methods with which 

you may already be familiar, investigate Alfred’s Basic Electronic Keyboard Course and 

Alfred’s Basic Chord Approach to Electronic Keyboards (suitable for middle school & up).  

These method books utilize accompaniment features of electronic keyboards. They share 

many commonalities with Alfred’s Basic Piano Library. 

 

Electronic keyboards contain large banks of non-pitched percussion sounds. Icons of these 

instruments often are printed above or below the key that sounds it. Playing synthesized 

percussion doesn’t require the same keyboard skills as melodic playing. Very young 

students can play non-pitched percussion on a prepared keyboard with minimal prior 

training. 

 

Having a matching set of keyboards is ideal but not essential. Touch-sensitivity is an 

important keyboard feature (volume is determined by finger velocity). However, weighted 

keys may be unnecessary for school applications.  Lighted keys aid the student and make it 

easy for the instructor to see what students play (Casio LK-280, for example). For 

supporting the instruments, X-type keyboard stands can be precarious. Platform keyboard 

stands are much more stable (On-Stage Platform Keyboard Stand, for example).  

 

Space, electrical outlet availability, and power cord routing are important considerations. 

Batteries can be used for concerts. Remember to budget for headphones, adapters, splitters. 

 

Alfred Music provides free teacher’s guides with lesson plans for Alfred’s Basic Piano 

Library, Lesson Books 1A, 1B, and 2 and Alfred’s Basic Prep Course, Lesson Books A and 

B. If you have never taught piano before, this is a good place to begin.  

https://www.alfred.com/alfreds-basic-piano-library-teachers-guides/ 



Tablets As virtual keyboard instruments, tablets are ideal for individual work (headphones 

required) and are acceptable for small group work without headphones in isolation. Due to 

low volume, they are generally unsuitable for large group ensemble playing.  

 

With amplification, individuals or small groups can perform for class. A mixing board will 

allow multiple players to use the same amplifier. It can be disorienting to young musicians 

when the sound is coming from distant speakers mixed with other players, rather than from 

the instrument in their hands. 

 

Melodicas Melodicas are mouth-blown keyboard instruments with a 2-octave range. They are 

relatively inexpensive ($25-$50) and require minimal storage space. Students transition 

easily between these and other keyboard instruments. The plastic body and parts can be 

fragile. Mouthpiece washing is tedious if instruments are being shared. They are an ideal 

choice if students can purchase their own to use. Over time, breath condensation may lead 

to corrosion causing reeds to fail. 

 

Piano 

Accordions 

Accordion is the keyboard instrument you already know how to play, even if you don’t yet 

know that you know how to play it. The piano accordion is capable of rendering incredibly 

sophisticated and expressive music. Treat it seriously rather than as a novelty.  

 

The vertical treble keyboard is played with the right hand while the left hand plays the 

bass-chord accompaniment. Left-hand accompaniment is often omitted in ensemble 

playing.  Expressiveness is achieved in part through artful operation of the bellows. 

Accordions work very well as ensemble instruments. In addition to the vast amount of solo 

and ensemble music written for it, accordions also regularly play music written for other 

instruments.  Accordions blend well with other instruments and voices. A cousin of the 

organ, accordions usually have slightly narrower keys than pianos. Most students transition 

easily between the vertical keyboard and the horizontal keyboard. 

 

A beginning accordion (designated 12-Bass) has a treble range of 2 octaves with bass and 

chord buttons in the keys of Bb, F, C, G, D, & A major. These compact instruments are 

most suitable for 3rd-6th grade students but can be played into adulthood. Educator prices 

for these instruments range from $250-$350 per instrument.  

 

Most secondary students can play full-size accordions. These come in a variety of sizes 

(e.g. 48-Bass to 120-Bass). They have treble keyboards spanning 3½ octaves with register 

switches extending that range to over 5 octaves. There are major, minor, dom7, & dim7 

bass buttons in all keys.   

 

The most popular accordion method in the U.S. is the Palmer-Hughes Accordion Course.  

Dr. Willard Palmer, co-author of this method, was also a co-author of Alfred’s Basic Piano 

Library. As with the electronic keyboard methods, there are many commonalities and 

overlapping concepts between Palmer-Hughes and Alfred’s Basic Piano Library. 

 

A reputable Texas accordion supplier is Nick Ballarini. http://www.nickballarini.com 

 

Facebook 

Group 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/163548040938995/ 

Please join School Piano Teachers to continue the discussion and support each other. 

 

 


